January 19, 2017
Daniel M. Filer, M.B.A., Ed.D.
Chesapeake Watershed CESU Research Coordinator
National Park Service
University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science - Appalachian Laboratory
301 Braddock Road - Room 304
Frostburg, MD 21532
Dear Dr. Filer:
I am writing to express my enthusiastic support for Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA)’s
application for membership in the Chesapeake Watershed Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Unit
(CHWA CESU). I am also confirming MICA’s willingness to accept the overhead rate of 17.5% and
limitations to cost items to which the rate is applied for activities conducted through the CESU.
MICA welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the CHWA CESU and its network of partners.
Since its founding in 1826, MICA has focused solely on teaching and learning of art and design.
We offer undergraduate and graduate programs that explore a broad range of creative practices,
including graphic design, illustration, game design, filmmaking, painting, sculpture, product
design, art education, and architectural design. Our faculty and students use their creative
expertise to collaborate across disciplines and bring their work to bear on the historical,
ecological, social, and culture challenges of our community and region.
As an art and design institution, MICA’s participation brings particular value to the CHWA
CESU as a partner who may contribute ways to analyze, visualize, interpret and communicate
information relevant to the audiences of the Chesapeake Watershed. Becoming a research
institution partner in CHWA CESU also reinforces our commitment to sustainability and
supporting environmental stewardship and conservation.
I am pleased to offer my full endorsement of this application for membership.
Sincerely,

David Bogen, PhD
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

1300 MOUNT ROYAL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217
T 410.669.9200
WWW.MICA.EDU

CHWA CESU Application
Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA)
A. Expression of desire to enroll in the CHWA CESU as a new partner institution/organization.
MICA is submitting the accompanying material to support an application to join the Chesapeake Watershed
Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Unit (CHWA CESU) as a new nonfederal partner institution/organization.
MICA’s top-ranked programs of study in art, design, illustration, curatorial practice, architecture, film & video,
among other fields, are well-suited for collaborations with local, state and regional partners in support of
initiatives advancing goals and objectives of the CHWA CESU and its partners. MICA’s distinguished faculty
and diverse student body offer broad experience with interdisciplinary practice, e mergent technologies,
sustainability, community engagement, and design thinking (an approach to problems from a more
public/user-centric perspective). As an institution of art and design—unique to the CHWA CESU
membership—the MICA learning community may contribute creative research, innovative solutions, or
better-designed objects, communication, systems, or programs that promote the understanding and protection
of natural and cultural resources of the region.
MICA believes that these application materials will demonstrate our commitment to the mission of CHWA
CESU and the importance of collaborative partnerships in advancing basic research, education and outreach as
it relates to federal CESU members.
B. Confirmation that institution/organization has read the CESU agreement and agrees to support the CESU mission
and goals and fulfill the roles and responsibilities of a nonfederal partner, as described in the CESU agreement.
David Bogen, PhD, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs is supportive of this application. Through
his endorsement he is providing assurance that MICA is willing and able to meet the responsibilities and roles
of a nonfederal partner and to support the CESU mission and goals. The primary contact, Gwynne Keathley,
Vice Provost for Research and Graduate Studies, will also work with faculty, students and staff to ensure that
MICA meets these expectations while fulfilling the roles and responsibilities of a non federal partner.
C. Description of the institution/organization, its mission and the primary focus of collaborative activities to be
supported through the CHWA CESU in in the context of the CESU mission.
Located in Baltimore City and founded in 1826, MICA is the oldest continuously degree-granting college of
art and design in the nation. The College’s 18 undergraduate and 20 graduate degree programs offer 2,000
talented students an innovative curriculum, well-equipped campus, and world-class faculty. Further, MICA
Open Studies provides a range courses and professional development to over 1,300 creative professionals,
community members, and youth.
MICA is an international leader in art and design education and a center of excellence for the fine and applied
creative arts. The College’s distinguished academic community in Baltimore is redefining the boundaries of art
and design in the context of globalization, social purpose, new technologies, and the emergence of new forms
of enterprise and new kinds of work. MICA President Samuel Hoi is an innovative higher education leader and
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an advocate for creative professionals as drivers in social, economic, and cultural advancement.
As the first art college in the nation to establish a vice provost position responsible for research, MICA’s
innovation-driven partnerships extend throughout the Baltimore–Washington metropolitan area and US.
Research at MICA explores the ways creative practice and scholarship have significant and measurable impact
on culture, society, communities, policy, commerce, education, health, and the environment.
As described in our mission and vision statements (www.mica.edu/About_MICA/Mission_and_Vision.html)
MICA seeks to: E
 MPOWER students to forge creative, purposeful lives and careers in a diverse and changing world.
THRIVE with Baltimore. MAKE the world we imagine.
The College’s core values (www.mica.edu/About_MICA/Core_Values.html) of professionalism, engagement,
diversity, excellence, community, communication, fairness/equality, creativity, and respect infuse all aspects of
academic life and provide a framework to guide collaborative efforts between MICA and external partners.
Often collaborating with Baltimore-based communities and organizations, MICA works across sectors to bring
art and design together with public health, environmental studies, material science, community activism, or
medicine, to explore problems that require transdisciplinary solutions and research. With its history in art
education, MICA continues to support research that investigates pedagogy and questions that arise out of the
intersection of studio and classroom practice. MICA also works with partners to develop longer-term
negotiated contracts led by faculty, or shorter-term "sponsored studios" in which students work on real world
projects as part of coursework. Research is coordinated through the College's three research centers: Design
Practice, Design Thinking, and Art Education.
Under President Hoi’s leadership, MICA is focused on the development of an institutional culture, programs
and operations that address the needs of a student population that is increasingly diverse, globally-oriented and
technologically and professionally astute.
MICA’s Corporate, Foundation, and Government Relations staff, Office of Research team, faculty, and staff
work with external partners (nonprofits, municipalities, businesses, schools, government agencies, and
neighborhoods) to develop collaborations that accelerate innovation and are mutually beneficial. MICA faculty
and staff will develop proposals in response to solicitations through the CHWA CESU and other CESUs. If
awarded competitive funding from these solicitations, MICA’s faculty, students and staff will be invited to
develop projects to support the missions of many different stakeholders – the federal partner, the CHWA
CESU, and the College.
MICA is well-situated to meet the mission of the CHWA CESU. There are dedicated faculty and staff
committed to generating new scholarship in their fields of expertise while engaging, mentoring and training
students to enter the workforce or pursue graduate and/or professional training. A number of faculty and staff
have previous experience partnering with a federal, state, and local agencies, including: the Baltimore City
Health Department, Baltimore Department of Housing and Community Development, Governor's Office on
Service and Volunteerism/Corporation of National and Community Service, Institute of Museum and Library
Services, National Endowment for the Arts, National Endowment for the Humanities, and National Science
Foundation.
MICA’s established research centers, practice-based studios, and other interdisciplinary research teams would
contribute to the research interests and needs of different partners. We are located within the geographic
region served by the CHWA CESU and within the Patapsco River Watershed which spans four counties,
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flows to the Baltimore City Harbor and ultimately into Chesapeake Bay. The Urban Waters Federal
Partnership has named the Patapsco Watershed/Baltimore Region as a Designated Urban Waters Location;
here, federal partner agencies work together with city, county and state agencies, local non-government
organizations and Centers for Disease Control, and community groups to protect and restore urban waters. In
addition, MICA is located within the Baltimore National Heritage Area, a federally designated National
Heritage Area.
As a formally recognized anchor institution in the region (Mayor’s Baltimore City Anchor Plan, 2014) MICA
play a major role in emphasizing design throughout Baltimore, where creative entrepreneurs are elevating the
city’s reputation as a hub of innovation and technology. Students and faculty at MICA often collaborate with
working professionals on real-world projects, with outcomes that can have local, national, and even global
influence. Some examples of these curricular and co-curricular efforts include:
●

MICA animation students have worked closely with the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope team at
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center to animate the cosmic phenomena and theories the team of
scientists is exploring.

●

MICA faculty and student partner annually with the scientists at the at Johns Hopkins University's
Hopkins Extreme Materials Institute (HEMI) to examine scientific data, interpret outcomes, and
translate results from HEMI's research on extreme events in new and creative ways.

●

MICA architectural design professor Katie O’Meara is a member of an NSF-funded Interdisciplinary
Research in Hazards and Disasters (Hazards SEES) team, exploring how hazardous weather events, such
as hurricanes and flooding, influence housing developments on the East Coast. MICA has been a
partner with the research project for several years now, integrating historical and dynamic
demographic GIS mapping analysis with modeling scenarios created by neighboring institutions such
as Johns Hopkins, George Mason, and others.

●

MICA’s Social Design program explores the designer’s role and responsibility in society, challenges
conventional ways of thinking, facilitates new institutional collaborations, utilizes design and the
design process to bring about social change. Recent partners include Biomimicry for Social
Innovation, Civic Works - Baltimore Energy Challenge, Baltimore City Health Department, and
Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health.

●

Faculty member Ryan Hoover is pioneering new areas of research and creation with digital and
biological fabrication. Through courses on digital and biological fabrication students learn
fundamental principles related to bioprinting, fostering exchange between the fields of medicine,
science, engineering, design.

●

In partnership with the Smithsonian's National Zoo's enrichment program, MICA students designed
toys for six Asian elephants, with the goal to produce objects would stimulate the elephant's critical
thinking and fine motor skills.

●

Through a National Endowment for the Arts grant in partnership with the National Park Service, the
Imagine Your Parks initiative, MICA ceramics professor Mat Karas used 3D scanning to make and
exhibit works inspired by the architectural terracotta found in neighborhoods within the Baltimore
Heritage Area.
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These past actions and the strength of MICA’s faculty, students and staff coupled with our location and
commitment to our state and region position MICA as a strong partner for federal and nonfederal partners in
the CHWA CESU. We also believe that our unique strengths in art, design, and technology-driven
innovation and creativity would position us to work well with federal partners from other CESUs.
D. Description or list of the primary programs, departments, or other institutional divisions of the relevance to federal
land management, environmental, and research agencies that will be engaged in CHWA CESU activities.
An overview of some academic programs at MICA that house faculty, students and staff with skill sets relevant
to federal land management, environmental and research agencies are as follows:
●

Architectural Design (BFA) students gain the technical, creative, and critical thinking skills needed
to meet pressing human needs with design solutions that are fresh, imaginative, and innovative.

●

Product Design (BFA) is informed by an intimate understanding of craft processes, materials, and
tools, and will emphasize principles of social and environmental sustainability. Critical inquiry guides
the curriculum, acknowledging that existing industries, new manufacturing processes, and emerging
environmental, economic and social paradigms require new ways of thinking and making.

●

Film and Video (BFA) and Filmmaking ( MFA) students engage in a curriculum that integrates a
broad understanding of cinematic history with diverse technical experience-from generating ideas and
writing to production, post-production, and delivering a film to its intended audience.

●

Graphic Design (BFA, MA, and MFA) offers students the creative, technological, and intellectual
skills to become design visionaries. Students learn to shape the form and content of media across the
spectrum of publishing, from the printed page to the web.

●

Information Visualization (MPS) students create powerful, data-driven visual narratives. Students
learn design and storytelling concepts and approaches; develop unique analytical applications; and
explore user interface design strategies. Students translate data and information into graphics, images,
and interactive designs that communicate more effectively to more people.

●

Illustration ( BFA, MA, and MFA) prepares students to create work with a personal voice that
resonates with contemporary culture. The curriculum, combined with MICA's emphasis on liberal
arts, prepares illustrators who are both visually and intellectually literate and technically adept.

●

Social Design (MA) utilizes a human-centered and collaborative process to understand and define
social problems, identify opportunities and generate ideas, and make tools that support positive
change. One dimension of social design focuses on designing systems that join the elements of
communication, new product development and the environment.

In addition to these programs, two other institutional units have the potential to enhance the relationship
between MICA and the CHWA CESU. These are the Office for Community Engagement and the Office of
Research:
● MICA’s O
 ffice of Community Engagement (OCE) equips students to actively apply exemplary
creative practices and skills to envision and advance a diverse, dynamic and equitable society and
healthy environment. Community extends beyond MICA to include the city of Baltimore whose
partner organizations and citizens extend the educational experience into the city’s neighborhoods.
The office provides faculty development opportunities to design new curricula that incorporates
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community-based activities and external partnerships, as well as grants that support students’
community-engaged practice and research.
●

The mission of the Office of Research (OOR) is to inspire and support a vibrant research culture at
MICA through the strategic development of a research infrastructure, resources, policies, and
programs that promote creativity, knowledge creation, reflective practice, and innovation. The office
seeks to advance the recognition of research in art and design and advocates for the value of creative
work in society. The Office of Research aims to foster individual and group research activities,
formalize sponsored programs, enhance collaborative partnerships, and develop new relationships with
research organizations, academic institutions, government, foundations, as well as nonprofit and for
profit organizations in the private sector.

The OCE is a structured to provide opportunities for partnerships between MICA and external stakeholders
mutually-beneficial external partnerships impact teaching and learning, scholarship, and social impact outreach
efforts, while the OOR provides support for grant/sponsored project development, submission, financial
stewardship, management and reporting, and compliance. These institutional units will provide additional
support for faculty, staff, and students specific to any funded projects or collaborations that may arise through
the CESU.
MICA’s curriculum offers a unique balance of tradition and innovation—encouraging students to build
meaningful bridges among disciplines and approaches to the creative fields. Each program of study offers a
solid foundation in fine arts and design, as well as challenging liberal arts coursework. Undergraduate majors in
18 studio areas and art history lead to the bachelor of fine arts (BFA) degree. 19 internationally renowned
graduate programs lead to the master of fine arts (MFA), master of arts (MA), Master of Professional Studies
(MPS), and post-baccalaureate certificate in a full array of studio disciplines, community arts, business,
information visualization, and art education.
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
Animation
Architectural Design
Art History, Theory, and Criticism
Ceramics
Drawing
Fiber
Film and Video
Game Design
General Fine Arts
Graphic Design
Humanistic Studies
Illustration
Interactive Arts
Interdisciplinary Sculpture
Painting
Photography
Printmaking
Product Design

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
Art Education (Low-Residency MA)
The Business of Art And Design (MPS,
low-residency/online))
Community Arts (MFA)
Curatorial Practice (MFA)
Design Leadership (MA/ MBA with Johns Hopkins Carey
School of Business)
Filmmaking (MFA)
Graphic Design (MFA)
Graphic Design (MA)
Illustration Practice (MFA)
Illustration (MA)
Information Visualization (Online MPS)
LeRoy E. Hoffberger School of Painting (MFA)
Mount Royal School of Art (Multidisciplinary MFA)
Photographic & Electronic Media (MFA)
Rinehart School of Sculpture (MFA)
Social Design (MA)
Studio Art (Summer Low-Residency MFA)
Teaching (MAT and BFA/MAT)
User Experience Design (MPS, low-residency/online)
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E. A list of and brief description of the staff or faculty with the expertise in disciplines and subject areas of relevance to
federal land management, environmental and research agencies (do not submit CVs).
Gwynne Keathley, Vice Provost for Research & Graduate Studies oversees sixteen graduate programs at MICA and
facilitates the projects and publication activities of three research centers.. She works to build a more integrated
graduate community, advance curriculum innovation and new revenue models, and set the research agenda for
the College. Prior to MICA, Keathley was Vice Provost at Philadelphia University.
Katie O’Meara, Professor of Architectural Design is a registered architect, researcher, teacher and practitioner in
this burgeoning field. She has pursued collaborative research projects around the world, initiated student
programs and designed solutions that bring together architecture, landscape and geography to address
significant social problems. Her current area of study focuses on the critical interface between rivers and cities,
and the increasingly critical link between distressed populations and environmental changes.
Whitney Sherman, Director of the MFA in Illustration Practice i s an award-winning illustrator whose work has
been exhibited at the Norman Rockwell Museum, National Postal Museum, Art Institute of Chicago, Israel
Museum, and the Society of Illustrators Gallery of American Illustration. Her clients include national
magazines such as the NY Times, Bloomberg Businessweek, and Forbes. Her commission to create the art for the
USPS Breast Cancer Research Stamp, now in its 13th year, is the longest running postal issue in US history.
Patrick Wright, Co-Director of the JHU/MICA Film Centre and D
 irector of the MFA in Filmmaking co-produced
and was the associate editor for M
 usic By Prudence, which won the 2010 Academy Award for Best
Documentary Short and aired on HBO. Wright edited the feature documentary See You Soon Again, about
Baltimore-based Holocaust survivor Leo Bretholz and was an associate producer on 12 O'Clock Boys.
Allen Moore, Professor of Filmmaking has served as a director of photography for several of Ken Burns historical
films shown on PBS, including the multi-part series T
 he Civil War and B
 aseball, the two-part series, T
 homas
Jefferson, as well as L
 ewis and Clark, Mark Twain, and Horatio's Drive. Moore's cinematography for The Civil
War, T
 he War, The Roosevelts: An Intimate History, and a number of other American Experience d
 ocumentaries
captured a national audience.
Ryan Hoover, Professor of Interdisciplinary Sculpture i s an artist who employs a range of digital, biological, and
traditional artistic media to explore technology and its history, critically reflecting upon the manner in which it
structures our society and shapes us as individuals. He is a board member of the Baltimore Under Ground
Science Space where he leads research and development on bioprinting.
Joseph Basille, A
 ssociate Dean for Liberal Arts Studies is an archaeologist Joe has excavated in the US, Greece, and
Italy, and most recently has been Associate Director of the Brown University excavations at the Great Temple
in Petra, Jordan. As an art historian, his research focuses on “hybrid” and “syncretic” art in Classical antiquity,
Greek vase painting, and the history of archaeology, and he has published articles in N
 ear Eastern Archaeology,
Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research, Archaeology Odyssey, C
 lassical World, Oxford Companion to
Archaeology, and Archaeological Method and Theory: An Encyclopedia.
Leslie Speer, Chair of Product Design is a designer and educator with over 20 years experience working for
companies and clients in the U.S., Europe, Central America and Mexico, such as Dupont, Philips, Oracle/Sun
Microsystems, Frog Design, the Costa Rican Ministry of Culture, Banomex and various non-governmental
organizations.
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Brockett Horne, Chair of Graphic Design is a designer, educator, and writer. She has been exhibited and honored
with multiple design awards, is a past Rotary International Scholar, and has work in the permanent collection
of the RISD Museum of Art. Her creative work is inspired by a desire to encourage the spectator to learn while
looking. Clients include the Baltimore Museum of Art, Johns Hopkins University, Polaris Project, and the
Taproot Foundation.
Michael Weiss, Interim Vice Provost for Undergraduate Studies has exhibited his art extensively throughout the
eastern United States. His work is held in numerous private collections and he has received an Individual Artist
Grant from the Creative Baltimore Fund and an Individual Artist Award from the Maryland State Arts
Council.
F. For academic institutions, include a description of the student demographics and the instruction’s status as a
minority-serving institution (e.g., as defined by the U.S. Department of Education)
Student demographics for the 2016-17 reporting year are shown in the tables below
(https://nces.ed.gov/collegenavigator/?q=maryland&s=MD&id=163295).  These data are reported annually as
part of MICA's IPEDS report and other documents.
Survey data from the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) and the Strategic National Arts Alumni
Project (SNAAP) indicates MICA’s strength as an institution that affirms institutional learning outcomes and
creates benchmarks for assessing where and how to make change and support further student success. Results
from NSSE in 2014 demonstrate that MICA outpaces its AICAD (Association of Colleges of Art & Design)
peers and other U.S. private nonprofit institutions in the effectiveness of student learning in two engagement
indicators: higher-order learning and reflective and integrative learning. In 2012, 91% of MICA alumni
surveyed through SNAAP reported a high level of satisfaction with their experience at MICA. Through
SNAAP, alumni also reported high satisfaction with their sense of freedom and ability to take risks, their
acquisition of critical thinking skills, creative thinking, mastery of discipline and artistic technique while at
MICA. These skills and habits are reflected in MICA’s Institutional Learning Outcomes.
Table 1. Enrollment and Degrees Awarded
Unduplicated headcount (total)

2,112

Unduplicated headcount (undergraduate)

1,730

Unduplicated headcount (graduate)

382

Number of Bachelor’s degrees awarded

417

Number of Master’s degrees awarded

171

Number of Postgraduate Certificates awarded

25

Table 2. Student enrollment demographics (undergraduate)
Female students (%)

74

Male students (%)

26

Asian (%)

13
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Black or African American (%)

6

Hispanic/Latino (%)

8

White (%)

45

Two or more races (%)

6

Race/ethnicity unknown (%)

4

Non-resident alien (%)

18

Table 3. Undergraduate financial aid
Any grant aid (%)

95

Pell grant (%)

18

Federal loans (%)

45

Table 4. Retention Rates
Full-time student retention (2015 cohort; %)

88

Table 5. Bachelor’s degree graduation rates for full-time, first-time undergraduate students
4 years (2008 cohort; %)

64

6 years (2008 cohort; %)

72

8 years (2008 cohort; %)

73

G. Description or a list of facilities, equipment, centers, or institutes that would provide support to research, technical
assistance, or educational activities of relevance to federal land management, environmental, and research agencies that
will be engaged in CHWA CESU activities.
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The Dolphin Design Center is a new $7.5M, 25,000 st. ft. facility that opened in fall 2017, created
specifically for twenty-first century designers. Providing students across campus with opportunities to work on
real-world projects from across the Baltimore region, it is a vivid example of MICA’s commitment to
preparing its students for a constantly changing world. With state-of-the-art maker spaces, collaborative areas
and classrooms, the Center supports the diverse, often multidisciplinary ways in which creative makers now
work.
MICA’s Product Design undergraduate program, established in 2017, is highly collaborative in structure and
emphasizes cross-disciplinary inquiry. It is one of the four academic programs housed in the space—in addition
to Architectural Design, Interactive Arts, and Game Design—as a hub for exploring the social, material, and
economic dimensions of contemporary design and fabrication.

MICA’s Digital Fabrication Studio h
 ouses 3D printers, laser cutters, computer-controlled milling machines,
3D scanners, and other equipment that allows students and faculty to integrate digital modeling and control
into fabricated objects. The studio hosts classes from a wide variety of majors including Sculpture,
Architectural Design, Fiber, Ceramics, Animation, and Interactive Arts.
The Eddie C. and C. Sylvia Brown Center was built for design and time-based media programs, and houses
classroom & studio space for Animation, Interaction Design and Art, Video and Film Arts, and both graduate
& undergraduate Graphic Design programs. It is also home to a 525-seat auditorium, Falvey Hall, as well as
Leidy Atrium, and Rosenberg Gallery. When it opened, Architectural Record called it "the finest modern
building erected in Baltimore or Washington" in a quarter-century.
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Located on the first and ground floors of the Bunting Center, D
 ecker Library contains almost 64,000
monographs and 325 current periodical subscriptions, and provides online access to more than 5,500 full-text
journal titles, and hundreds of digital reference sources in art and numerous other subjects.
The JHU-MICA Film Centre is a state-of-the-art production facility housed in the historic Centre Theatre.
MICA and JHU share space in the building, which allows both institutions to offer nationally competitive
filmmaking programming by combining complementary strengths. This effort is further enhanced by a
partnership with the Maryland Film Festival. The 18,000 sq. ft. facility includes:
● A 49-seat screening room, capable of presenting both digital video and 16mm films.
● A 600 sq. ft. sound recording studio that includes a smaller booth for vocal dubbing and foley mixing.
● A 2,000 sq. ft. cyclorama green room soundstage, which is large enough to accommodate set building
and studio shooting.
● A film room, which houses the 16mm Steenbeck film editing table.
● Dedicated individual high-definition editing suites.
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The Fred Lazarus IV Center is the hub of graduate student life at MICA. The 120,000 sq. ft.facility includes
publicly accessible galleries, Nancy (café), an auditorium, multiple classrooms and conference areas, graduate
admissions offices, and instructional space uniquely designed for students in the MFA in Curatorial Practice,
LeRoy E. Hoffberger School of Painting, Mount Royal School of Art, and MFA in Photographic and
Electronic Media programs. It also includes 177 studios, digital, computer, and photo labs, a fabrication
workshop, and spray booths.
H. Description or list of past research, technical assistance and educational services supported through federal financial
assistance awards that are of relevance to federal land management, environmental, and research agencies that will be
engaged in CHWA CESU activities.
In June 2017, MICA faculty K
 atie O’Meara and three MICA students worked with Vincent MacMillan, lead
archaeologist for the Canyons of the Ancients National Monument at the Anasazi Heritage Center, located in
the Four Corners region of southwestern Colorado and administered by the Bureau of Land Management.
With this project, the Professor O’Meara and her students worked to detail sections of the viewshed of the area.
Taking bearings and using mapping and drawing techniques, the team developed images that accurately
represented how the site has developed over time: making visible the modern developments that have altered
the land while tracking the landmarks that likely functioned in some way for the Native American inhabitants.
The work illuminated connections between individual sites, the importance of certain landmarks, while
fostering greater respect for Native American beliefs.
This funded opportunity developed from an archeology course called Gods, Graves, and Scholars, t aught by
Joseph Basile and Katie O’Meara in Spring 2017 that visited and researched the millennium-old Ancestral
Puebloan remains of the Canyons of the Ancients National Monument in SW Colorado.
The following students have developed projects related to or involving the National Park Service.
Brigida Swanson '18 (The Business of Art and Design MPS) is an artist in Seattle, WA who uses Pacific
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Northwest nature in her work, and has developed a line of cards and gifts around those images. Her work is
available at h
 ttps://yardia.co and in her thesis presentation she specifically mentioned she would like to work
with the NPS to develop additional products.
Gillian McCallion '18 (Information Visualization MPS) is a graphic designer living in Baltimore, MD who
created a series of painted panels that visualizes the diversity of animal life found in five U.S. National Parks;
her work is viewable at https://parklifedata.com/. During her thesis review, I gave her feedback about other
products that could be developed to further communicate the artwork/data including jewelry, educational
projects, outreach projects, etc.
I. Description or a list of current formal agreements and informal relationships with federal agencies that are of relevance
to federal land management, environmental, and research agencies that will be engaged in CHWA CESU activities.
MICA does not currently have any formal agreements with federal agencies. The College has numerous
internship relationships with federal and nonfederal organizations such as Clean Water Action, Maryland
Department of Natural Resources, Maryland Department of Planning, Maryland Electric Vehicle, MAryland
Historical Society Maryland Science Center, Museum of Outdoor Arts, National Rural Electric Cooperative
Association, Smithsonian Museum of Natural History, Maryland Zoo, and National Aquarium.
Through grant-funded research and community engagement projects, as well as subrecipient projects, MICA
has informal relationships with the National Endowment for the Arts, National Science Foundation, National
Institutes of Health, Corporation of National and Community Service, and the Bureau of Land Management
Colorado.
J. Confirmation of the institution’s/organization’s willingness to accept a limited overhead rate of 17.5% and cost items
to which the rate is applicable for activities conducted through the CESU, including research, technical assistance, and
educational services (this overhead rate applies to the entire institution/organization for CHWA CESU activities).
David Bogen, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs supports this application and acknowledges that
the maximum overhead rate for all work will be 17.5% and that there can be limitations on the cost items
where the overhead rate can be applied. As part of MICA’s commitment to this partnership we consider the
difference between this rate and our federally negotiated overhead cost rate (45% on-campus, 19% off-campus)
to be an in-kind contribution and supportive of the collaborative work that would be completed by MICA
faculty, students and/or staff.
K. Designation of a technical representative (with full contact information –name, title, full
address, phone, fax, email) to serve on the CHWA CESU steering committee.
Gwynne Keathley, Vice Provost for Research & Graduate Studies will serve as the technical representative for
MICA and will serve on the CHWA Steering Committee. Her contact information is as follows:
Gwynne Keathley
Vice Provost for Research & Graduate Studies
1300 W Mount Royal Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21217
Office: 410-225-5242
Cell: 917-923-8881
Email: g
 keathley@mica.edu
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L. Participation in the CESU annual/semi-annual partner meetings and facilitation of internal and external
communication, promotion and response to CESU correspondence and administrative actions (e.g., announcement, new
member applications, processing agreements/amendments, five-year reviews).
MICA will attend and actively participate in partner meetings. We will relay all internal and external
communications to the targeted groups and respond to correspondence and administrative actions from the
CESU in a timely manner. The primary responsibility for ensuring that MICA completes these tasks will be
assumed by Gwynne Keathley, Vice Provost for Research & Graduate Studies. Keathley will work closely with
other academic deans, faculty and staff to ensure that there is appropriate dissemination of material between the
CESU and MICA stakeholders. She will also work closely with Karie Bowman, Financial Controller to ensure
that any dissemination related to funded work is done so in a timely and correct manner.
M. Agree to relay agency-specific research, technical assistance and educational needs and
associated funding opportunities to other institutional/organizational members (e.g.,
faculty, students)
As part of her responsibilities Gwynne Keathley will communicate information to appropriate stakeholder
groups at MICA. As part of the efforts to disseminate information about funding opportunities she will engage
other academic chairs, members of the MICA Provost's Council and senior leadership team, MICA Research
Committee, and MICA Advancement’s Office of Corporate, Foundation and Government Relations. Keathley
will also work directly with faculty in many departments at MICA to develop grant proposals in response to
announcements of funding opportunities.
N. Signature (or endorsement) from an appropriate official, with authority to commit institutional resources in a binding
multi-year federal cooperative and joint venture agreement (e.g., president, executive director, chief financial officer, vice
president for research, director of sponsored programs).
David Bogen, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, has provided a letter of support and
endorsement as part of this application. In his letter he expresses his enthusiasm for MICA’s membership as a
means of contributing to the work of the CHWA CESU and partner agencies.
O. Letter(s) of support from one or more CESU federal agency partners sponsoring the new
partner’s application, including a description of successful past collaborative work
supported through federal financial assistance awards.
Letters of support for this application include:
●

Ann Gallagher, Science Education Coordinator, US Department of the Interior, National Park
Service, National Capital Region, Center for Urban Ecology, Washington DC

●

(Michael) Vincent MacMillan, Archaeologist, Canyons of the Ancients National Monument Anasazi
Heritage Center, Bureau of Land Management
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United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
National Capital Region
Center for Urban Ecology
4598 MacArthur Boulevard, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007-1528

November 30, 2017
Mr. Daniel M. Filer
Chesapeake Watershed CESU Research Coordinator
National Park Service
University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science – Appalachian Laboratory
301 Braddock Road – Room 304
Frostburg, MD 21532
Dear Mr. Filer,
I am writing in support of the Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA) and their application to
participate in the Chesapeake Cooperative Studies Unit (CESU) network.
I serve as lead archeologist for the Canyons of the Ancients National Monument at the Anasazi Heritage
Center, located in the Four Corners region of southwestern Colorado and administered by the Bureau of
Land Management. In June 2017, MICA faculty Katie O’Meara and three MICA students worked at the
Monument to detail sections of the viewshed of the area. Taking bearings and using mapping and
drawing techniques, the team developed images that accurately represent how the site has developed
over time: making visible the modern developments that have altered the land while tracking the
landmarks that likely functioned in some way for the Native American inhabitants. The work illuminated
connections between individual sites, the importance of certain landmarks, while fostering greater
respect for Native American beliefs.
This project provided a means to capture the cultural significance and history of the Monument and
demonstrated that artists and designers can provide unique contributions to archeological field practice.
I look forward to working with MICA faculty in the future and recommend MICA as a member of the
CESU network.
Sincerely,

(Michael) Vincent MacMillan
Archaeologist
Canyons of the Ancients National Monument
Anasazi Heritage Center
Bureau of Land Management

